Kim: In the figure below, the leader line arrowhead for “Exam. Surface A-B” should terminate at the vertical line instead of where it is currently shown. Also, the dimension line between the arrowheads for “1/2t or 1 in. (whichever is less)” should actually be shown parallel to the surface of the component (it is currently shown at an angle).

If the original action showed this correctly, then this could be handled as errata. I hesitate to have the committee take this action on as an editorial correction, but we should ensure that this is shown correctly when the 2019 Edition is published.

Thank you.

Mark J. Ferlisi, P.E.
True North Consulting
704-650-3229
FIG. IWB-2500-11 PIPE BRANCH CONNECTION
(1 in. = 25 mm)

GENERAL NOTE: Examination volumes C - D - E - F are defined per Fig. IWB-2500-8.